


5th Edition - People’s University
[We are] not free to watch impassively the 
enslavement and dishonor of men, nor their struggles 
for liberty and honor.  — José Marti (1853-1895)

The Nouveaux Cahiers du socialisme and Canadian Dimension magazine want 
to welcome you to the People’s University, which is being held this year at the 
Peoples’ Social Forum (PSF).

The PSF is an unprecedented opportunity to engage in dialogue and think out 
loud with generations of activists from Québec, Canada, and Indigenous com-
munities. This is an event of great import and we’re proud to be a part of it.

For the Nouveaux Cahiers du socialisme (NCS), this is the fifth annual People’s 
University, devoted, as in previous years, to reflection, exchange and debate. So-
cial movements and the left face enormous challenges today: Not only must we 
confront the neoliberal and neoconservative juggernaut in Canada, but we also 
need to develop concrete and winning alternatives. For those of you who aren’t 
familiar with the NCS, it is also a journal, published twice a year, with each issue 
devoted to a specific theme. The most recent issue, “La santé malade du capi-
talisme” (Capitalism is making us sick), diagnoses the neoliberal virus infecting 
Québec’s healthcare system. And capitalism’s adverse impact on health is also 
the subject of one of the workshops at the People’s University. We invite you to 
come see us at our booth or visit our web page to learn more about the NCS.

For Canadian Dimension (CD), this is a first time participating in the People’s 
University. Founded in Winnipeg and well-known throughout English Canada, the 
magazine celebrated its 50th anniversary last year. Published six times annually, 
CD is a key reference for analysis of the neoliberal and neoconservative agenda 
and for building alternatives. As its tagline says, CD is a publication “for people 
who want to change the world.” It is a non-sectarian forum for debate among 
leftists and activists of all stripes – socialists, ecosocialists, indigenous activists, 
feminists and others. CD is a meeting place that helps keep the dream of social 
justice alive and kicking. Visit our website to learn more about what CD does. 

The program that follows gives you an idea of the vast array of topics we will 
be tackling at the People’s University and the extraordinary speakers and re-
source people we have lined up for the occasion. You’ll see that the program 
includes both plenary sessions and workshops as well as some special events: 
The People’s Tribunal on the Harper government’s employment insurance reform 
and a movement assembly on fighting back against Canadian imperialism and 
militarism. 

All these events are open, free of charge, to everyone registered for the Peoples’ 
Social Forum and to students of the University of Ottawa.

We hope that our program will be of interest and of use to all those who want 
to take part in developing strategies and alliances both at the Peoples’ Social 
Forum and beyond.

The 2014 People’s University Organizing Committee
Flavie Achard, Pierre Beaudet, Jean-Paul Faniel, André Frappier, Cy Gonick, Andrea Levy, 
Ghislaine Raymond and Élise Vaillancourt 
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Thursday, August  21 - The Harper Revolution: Neoliberalism and Neoconservatism
 
Room ➜ FSS 4007 FSS 4006 FSS 4004 LPR 286 LMX 106

10:30 a.m.
Workshops

12:00 p.m.
Plenary

3:00 p.m.

Friday, August 22 - Strategies, Resistance, Convergence

9:00 a.m.
Plenary

10:30 a.m.
Workshops

1:00 p.m.
Workshops

2:30 p.m.
Plenary

4:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

Saturday, August 23 - Struggles Ahead

9:00 a.m. -
12:00 p.m.

10:30 a.m.
Workshops
 

Timetable (see details on the following pages) 
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l Room FSS 4007 > Workshop
University Inc.

An analysis of the commodification of post-secondary educa-
tion. What forms does it take and what is the impact on students, 
teachers and support staff? Is this the end of the university as we 
know it?

This workshop is organized jointly with FNEEQ-CSN (Federation of 
Quebec teachers’ unions).
With: Paul A. Hamel (University of Toronto), Marie-Pierre 
Boucher (FNEEQ-CSN – trade union ) and Jean-Michel Savard  
(ASSÉ – student organization). Facilitator: Isabelle Bouchard, 
(FNEEQ- CSN and the  Nouveaux Cahiers du socialisme -NCS)
◗ Simultaneous translation  

l Room FSS 4006 > Workshop
Capitalism is making us sick

Medicalization under the current health care system is symptom-
atic of deeper problems related to capitalism and its processes of 
accumulation and commodification. What are the threats to the 
current system and what is the impact of the ongoing process of 
privatization?

With: Jill Eisen (Broadcaster) and Cory Verbauwhebe (Founder 
of  Médecins Québécois pour le régime public - Québec doc-
tors for medicare). Facilitator : Marie-Claude Goulet (Activist 
and former president of Médecins Québécois pour le régime 
public)
◗ Whisper translation

l Room FSS 4004 > Workshop
Recolonization of Indigenous lands

We are witnessing a new wave of colonization with megaprojects 
in the mining and fossil fuel sectors. What forms is it taking and 
what is its impact? 

With: Shannon Chief (Indigenous activist), Neecha Dupuis 
(Indigenous activist) and Ben Powless (Defenders of the Land 
and Indigenous Environmental Network).
Facilitator: Geneviève Beaudet (NCS, Québec solidaire Indig-
enous peoples commission)

Ms. Dupuis and Ms. Chief are members of the Indigenous Caucus 
of the 2014 Peoples’ Social Forum.
◗ Whisper translation

l Room LPR 286 > Workshop
The uses of “free trade”

20 years after NAFTA, on the eve of a new trade agreement with 
Europe and in the shadow of the Asia Pacific Trade Agreement, 
“free trade” is still making inroads. What impact does it have on 
the middle and working classes? 

With: Jim Stanford (UNIFOR) and Claude Vaillancourt (ATTAC- 
Québec – alterglobalization organization)
Facilitator: Ghislaine Raymond (NCS) 
◗ Whisper translation

l Room LMX 106 > Workshop
Poverty and structural crises

Increasing poverty is at the root of cyclical food and housing crises. 
How does rising poverty fit into the logic of the system?

With: John Clarke (Ontario Coalition Against Poverty - OCAP),  
Sigrid Kneve (OCAP), Frédéric Paré (Coalition for food sover-
eignty) , François Saillant (FRAPRU – tenants’ rights advocacy 
organization)
Facilitator: Jean-Paul Faniel ((Montreal Roundtable on hunger 
and social development, NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. 
l Room FSS 4007 > Plenary
Imperialism and capitalism today

Since 2008, neoliberalism has been giving rise to spiralling in-
equality and pillage. It is part of a new global geopolitics that au-
gurs war and conflict. The current war in Palestine is symptomatic 
of this restructuring of neoliberalism. 

WIth: Leo Panitch (York University and co-editor, Socialist 
Register) and Michel Husson (Scientific advisory board of AT-
TAC- France). Facilitator: Thomas Chiasson-LeBel (NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

At 3:00 p.m.
l Peoples’ Social Forum march and rally

Join us for the Peoples’ Social Forum march and rally. Gathering on 
Parliament Hill. 

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21
The Harper Revolution: Neoconservatism and Neoliberalism
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9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m. 
l Room FSS 4007 > Plenary session
Ecosocialism and emancipation

What does the environmental movement 
fail to consider in tackling the enormous 
challenges humanity faces such as climate 
change, water pollution and species ex-
tinction? What can a socialist perspective 
contribute? Is socialism in need of an up-
date to provide an adequate account of and 
response to the ecological crisis? 
With: Ian Angus (Ecosocialist Network) 
Jonathan Durand-Folco (Réseau écosocialiste, NCS)
Facilitator: Andrea Levy (Canadian Dimension and NCS)
◗ Simultaneous translation  

10:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
l Room FSS 4007 > Workshop
Union and citizen coalitions

Broad coalitions of unions and social movements have sprung 
up in Québec and Canada lately. What has worked well and what 
hasn’t? Where are we headed?
John Cartwright (Toronto Labour Council and York University), 
Dominique Daigneault (Conseil central du Montréal métropolit-
ain-CSN), Danielle Casara (Conseil régional FTQ Montréal mét-
ropolitain), Hassan Husseini (Public Service Alliance of Canada) 
and Marie-Eve Duchesne (Quebec community activist).
Facilitator: Véronique Brouillette (CSQ)
◗ Simultaneous translation  

l Room FSS 4006 > Workshop
Engaging in parliamentary and/or 
extra-parliamentary politics 

Is there any contradiction between the work of grassroots social 
movements and participation in parliamentary politics? Can the 
politics of the streets co-exist with the politics of the ballot box?

With: Judy Rebick (essayist and feminist), Manon Massé 
(Québec solidaire MNA) and Jean Trudelle (union activist and 
Québec solidaire  candidate in 2014)
Facilitator : Stéphane Chalifour (Lionel-Groulx college, NCS), 
◗ Whisper translation

Strategies, Resistance, Convergence

l Room FSS 4004 > Workshop
Fighting pipelines

What are the best strategies for resisting the economic shift to-
wards fossil fuel and mining megaprojects? How can we coordi-
nate opposition to pipelines? 

With: Clayton Thomas-Muller (Co-director, Indigenous Tar 
Sands Campaign of the Polaris Institute), Ben Powless (De-
fenders of the Land and Indigenous Environmental Network), 
Marie-Josée Béliveau (Coule pas chez nous and Coalition 
vigilance oléoducs - pipeline opposition groups), and Tyler 
McCreary (B.C.-based Indigenous solidarity activist)
 Facilitator : David Welch (University of Ottawa, NCS)  
◗ Whisper translation

l Room LPR 286 > Workshop
Citizen movements from the Québec student 
strike to Idle No More

Innovative social movements have emerged in recent years, from 
Québec’s student strike to Occupy Wall Street, the Indignados and 
Idle No More. Why have these movements taken a decentralized 
horizontalist form? Have they proven an effective vehicle of 
resistance?

With: Maude Barlow (Council of Canadians), Jérémie Bédard-
Wien (student activist with ASSÉ), Melissa Mollen Dupuis (Idle 
No More). Facilitator: Xavier Lafrance (former student activist)
◗ Whisper translation

l Room LMX 106 > Workshop
Intellectuals and activists:
resistance, repression, resolve

How can social movements and social critics fight back against 
repression and protect themselves in face of the ongoing criminal-
ization of dissent?

With: Alain Deneault (writer, lecturer, and author of the chal-
lenged book Noir Canada) and  Richard Brooks (Greenpeace 
Forest Campaigner) 
Facilitator: Andrea Levy (Canadian Dimension and  NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22
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1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m.
l Room FSS 4007 > Workshop
A fair tax system

How our tax system is designed to benefit the wealthy through 
unfair tax rates and a wide variety of loopholes (including tax shel-
ters). How can we design a fairer tax system, one that would serve 
the interests of the majority of people rather than the elite?

With: Linda McQuaig (journalist and essayist), Alain Deneault 
(author, lecturer and activist with Tax justice Québec), Dennis 
Howlett (Canadians for Tax Fairness) 
Facilitator: Ghislaine Raymond (NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

l Room FSS 4006 > Workshop
The role of intellectuals in social movements 

Are intellectuals doomed to be isolated in ivory towers or can they 
play a useful role in social movements? Can academics find more 
constructive ways of working with organic intellectuals in social 
movements?

With: Alexa Conradi (Fédération des femmes du Québec) 
Melissa Mollen Dupuis (Idle No More), Simon Tremblay-Pepin 
(IRIS) Facilitator: Philippe Hurteau  (IRIS and  NCS)
◗ French

Room LPR 286 > Workshop
The future of the World Social Forum 

What is the future of the World Social Forum and how can these 
meetings contribute to strengthening social movements here? 

With: Gustave Massiah (International Council of the World So-
cial Forum
Facilitator: Raphaël Canet (Québec social forum, University of 
Ottawa, NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

Strategies, Resistance, Convergence
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22

2:00 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
l Room FSS 4007 > Plenary session
Fighting to Win! From outrage to action

How do we move from resistance to
the building of alternatives? How do we make common cause from 
disparate movements and struggles with a view to bringing about 
social change?

With: Judy Rebick (essayist and feminist), Clayton Thomas-
Muller (Co-director, Indigenous Tar Sands Campaign of The 
Polaris Institute), Françoise David (Québec solidaire MNA 
and co-spokesperson), Tony Clarke (Polaris Institute), Gabriel 
Nadeau-Dubois (student activist), Jacques Létourneau (presi-
dent of the CSN) and Donna Larivière (Femmes autochtones 
du Québec). Facilitator: Benoît Lacoursière (union activist, and 
teacher at Cégep de Maisonneuve) 
◗ Simultaneous translation

4:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
l Room FSS 4007 >
People’s Tribunal on the sacking of the 
employment insurance program

This tribunal will examine the impact of the Harper government’s 
employment insurance reform on the unemployed, on the working 
class and on the regions.
 
This event is organized by the Québec coalition against the 
employment insurance reform, the CSN, the FTQ and the CSQ. 
Steve Poulin (Conseil régional FTQ Québec-Chaudière- Ap-
palaches), Pierre-Antoine Harvey (CSQ) , Stéphane Corriveau 
(Master’s student in Law), Hans Marotte (lawyer for Montre-
al’s Unemployment action movement) and Jacques Beaudoin 
((lawyer for Montreal’s Unemployment action movement )
Adjudicator: Martin Gallié (Professor of legal sciences, UQAM)
◗ Simultaneous translation
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During the Peoples’ 
Social Forum... 

The NCS and Canadian Dimension will also be involved in a 
panel organized by Rabble.ca:
Media and Social Movements
August 22 at 2:45 p.m. in room DMS 1150 

Wth James Patterson (Canadian Dimension magazine), Meagan 
Perry (rabble.ca), Sebastien Bouchard (Nouveaux Cahiers du Social-
isme), Jorge Barrera (APTN, TBC), and Sharmeen Khan (Media Coop/
NCRA). Facilitated by Judy Rebick.

We also encourage everyone to attend the workshop on the 
Québec national question organized by Presse-toi à gauche: 
Québec independence: Beyond nationalism, finding com-
mon ground to work toward social change”
August 22 at 4:30 p.m. in room VNR 1095 

With Amir Khadir, Jonathan Durand Folco, André Frappier, Bernard 
Rioux and Pierre Mouterde.

Struggles Ahead

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23
9:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
l Room FSS 4007 > Movement assembly:
Fighting back against imperialism 
and militarism

Although subordinate to the United States, Canada is part of the im-
perialist system aimed at dominating poor countries. How can we 
fight against it? What are the weak links in the contemporary im-
perialist chain? What would an anti-imperialist coalition look like?

With: Steven Staples (Rideau Institute), Greg Albo (York Uni-
versity, co-editor, Socialist Register), Donald Cuccioletta (NCS), 
Christine Jones (Canadian Peace Alliance), Raymond Legault 
(Échec à la guerre) and Dylan Penner (Council of Canadians)
◗ Simultaneous translation

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
l Room FSS 4004 > Workshop
Censoring science

Why have scientists become the target of government policies de-
signed to control and silence them? What is the impact of federal 
government budget cuts and abolition of programs in the area of 
scientific research? What kind of resistance is emerging in the uni-
versities?  This workshop is sponsored by the Professional Institute 
of the Public Service of Canada (PIPSC).
With: Katie Gibbs (researcher at the University of Ottawa 
and executive director of Evidence for Democracy), Christian 
Rouillard (president of the University of Ottawa  professors’ 
association ) and Yves Gingras (UQAM )
Facilitator: Pierre Mouterde (author)
◗ Whisper translation
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l Room FSS 4006 > Workshop
From the proletariat to the precariat 

An ever increasing proportion of the labour force is precariously 
employed, with little or no job security and little or no access to so-
cial benefits. How does this trend fit into neoliberal strategies and 
what impact does it have on people’s lives, on the union move-
ment, and on prospects for social change?

With: Mostafa Henaway (Immigrant Workers’ Centre),  Wayne 
Lewchuck ( McMaster University), Marie-Pierre Boucher (lec-
turer at UQAM and activist). Facilitator : Marie Blais (sessional 
instructors’ union at  UQAM, NCS)
◗ Whisper translation

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22, STARTING AT 7:00 P.M. 
Bar 1848 > Social and cultural event 
Room 216, 2nd floor of the University Centre on the University of Ottawa campus (building code UCU)

When your mental energy begins to wane after hours of intense discussion, it’s time to socialize ca-
sually with fellow activists. Come join us for the People’s University social event: an evening of slam 
performances, conversation and interesting encounters! Visit the event on Facebook and share! 

Starring: Mehdi Hamdad of the Mehdi Cayenne Club



Speakers, Facilitators and Organizers
Flavie Achard ............................. Member of the NCS coordinating committee
Greg Albo ................................... Professor at York University and co-editor of the Socialist Register
Ian Angus................................... Editor of Climate and Capitalism 
Maude Barlow  .......................... President of the  Council of Canadians
Geneviève Beaudet  ................... Member of  Québec Solidaire’s commission on Indigenous peoples 
Pierre Beaudet ........................... Professor at University of Ottawa
Jacques Beaudoin ..................... Lawyer with Montreal’s Unemployment action movement 
Marie-Josée Béliveau ................ Coule pas chez Nous et Coalition vigilance oléoduc
Marie Blais ................................ President of the sessional instructors’ union at UQAM (FNEEQ-CSN)
Isabelle Bouchard ...................... Union advisor, FNEEQ (CSN)
Marie-Pierre Boucher ................. Sessional instructor at UQAM and union organizer
Richard Brooks .......................... Greenpeace Forest Campaign Coordinator
Véronique Brouillette .................. Union advisor, Centrale des syndicats du Québec (CSQ)
Raphael Canet ........................... Professor at the University of  Ottawa and member of the Québec social forum
John Cartwright ......................... President of the Toronto and York Region Labour Council (CTC)
Daniele Casara .......................... Secretary General, FTQ regional council – Metropolitan Montréal
Stéphane Chalifour .................... Professor at Lionel-Groulx college and member of the NCS editorial board
Shannon Chief ...........................  Algonquin environmental and heritage conservation activist
Tony Clarke ................................ Director of the Polaris Institute
John Clarke ............................... Activist with the Ontario Coalition against Poverty (OCAP)
Alexa Conradi ............................ President of the Québec federation of women
Stéphane Corriveau ................... Master’s student in Law at UQAM
Denyse Côté .............................. Professor at the Université du Québec en Outaouais
Donald Cucioletta....................... Professor at the Université du Québec en Outaouais
Dominique Daigneault ................ Président, Conseil central du Montréal-métropolitain de la CSN
Françoise David ......................... Co-spokesperson for Québec Solidaire and MNA for Gouin
Alain Deneault ........................... Author, lecturer and founder of the Québec network for tax justice
Gabriel Nadeau-Dubois .............. Student activist
Marie-Eve Duchesne .................. Quebec community activist
Melissa Mollen Dupuis   ............. Spokesperson for Idle No More Québec
Neecha Dupuis .......................... Indigenous activist for the defence of  traditional territorial rights
Jill Eisen .................................... Writer and broadcaster
Jean-Paul Faniel  ....................... Coordinator of Montreal’s roundtable on hunger and development
Jonathan Durand-Folco .............. Doctoral candidate and author
André Frappier ........................... Member of CUPW, editor of Presse-toi à gauche, member of NCS
Martin Gallié .............................. Professor of legal sciences at UQAM
Katie Gibbs ................................ Conservation biologist and executive director of Evidence for Democracy
Yves Gingras .............................. Professor at the Université du Québec à Montréal
Cy Gonick .................................. Founder and publisher of Canadian Dimension (CD)
Marie-Claude Goulet .................. Vice-president of Québec doctors for medicare
Paul A. Hamel ............................ Professor at the University of Toronto
Pierre-Antoine Harvey ................ Economist with the CSQ
Mostafa Henaway ...................... Immigrant Workers’ Centre
Dennis Howlett .......................... Executive Director, Canadian Tax Fairness
Philippe Hurteau ........................ Researcher with IRIS, Québec’s progressive economics think tank
Hassan Husseini ........................ Negotiator for the Public Service Alliance of Canada 
Michel Husson ........................... Author and alterglobalization activist
Christine Jones .......................... Co-chair, Canadian Peace Alliance
Sigrid Kneve .............................. Activist with the Ontario Coalition against Poverty
Benoît Lacoursière ..................... President of the Cégep de Maisonneuve teachers’ union (FNEEQ)
Donna Larivière ......................... Femmes autochtones du Québec
Xavier Lafrance .......................... Doctoral candidate, former student activist with ASSÉ
Thomas Chiasson-LeBel ............ Doctoral candidate and member of the NCS editorial board 
Raymond Legault ....................... Échec à la guerre – Québec anti-war coalition
Jacques Létourneau .................. President of the CSN
Andrea Levy ............................... Coordinating editor of Canadian Dimension and member of NCS
Wayne Lewchuck ....................... Professor at McMaster University
Hans Marotte ............................. Lawyer with Montreal’s Unemployment action movement 
Manon Massé ............................ Québec Solidaire MNA for Sainte-Marie/Saint-Jacques
Gustave Massiah ....................... Economist and professor of urbanism (Paris)
Tyler McCreary .......................... B.C.-based Indigenous solidarity activist 
Linda McQuaig ........................... Author, journalist and  Toronto Star columnist
Pierre Mouterde ......................... Professor at Cégep de Limoilou and editor with Presse-toi-à-gauche
Clayton Thomas-Muller .............. Co-director, Indigenous Tar Sands Campaign of The Polaris Institute  
Leo Panitch ................................ Professor at York University and co-editor of the Socialist Register
Frédéric Paré ............................. Advisor, Union des producteurs agricoles du Québec (agricultural trade union)
Dylan Penner  ............................ Democracy Campaigner  with the Council of Canadians  
Simon Tremblay-Pepin ............... Researcher with IRIS, Québec’s progressive economics think tank 
Steve Poulin ............................... FTQ regional council Québec and Chaudière-Appalaches
Ben Powless .............................. Activist with Defenders of the Land and Indigenous Environmental Network 
Ghislaine Raymond .................... Member of ATTAC-Québec
Judy Rebick ............................... Author and founding publisher of Rabble.ca
Christian Rouillard ..................... Professor at the University of Ottawa
François Saillant ........................ Coordinator of FRAPRU, Québec tenants’ rights advocacy group
Jean-Michel Savard ................... Secretary for academic affairs with ASSÉ
Jim Stanford .............................. Author and economist with UNIFOR
Jean Trudelle .............................  Québec Solidaire candidate in Rosemont-Petite-Patrie
Claude Vaillancourt .................... Author and president of Attac-Québec
Cory Verbaubhede ...................... Founding member of Québec doctors for medicare
David Welch ............................... Professor at the University of Ottawa
Jérémie Bédard-Wien ................ Former ASSÉ spokesperson, founding member of Ricochet Design : Brigitte Beaudet

Illustration de couverture : Krishna Lalbiharie

Thanks to 
all our partners!

The work of organizing the 
People’s University requires 
resources well beyond the 
capacity of the Nouveaux 
cahiers du socialisme and 
Canadian Dimension, the 
two organizations which are 
co-sponsoring the event.  
We are thus very grateful 
for the indispensable 
intellectual, technical and 
financial contributions of all 
our partners in this event. 
This collaborative effort is 
very much in keeping with 
the spirit and aims of the 
Peoples’ Social Forum.


